QSME NEWSLETTER
Quincy Society of Model Engineers Volume 2009 Issue 1 Jan-Feb
Next Open House will be held in 2011
C&LE Requested to spin off Montmorenci Sub
New Short Line may be Created
Steel Mill Complex Hires New Contractors
Coke plant moved to Benezett, No Jobs lost
Burlington Modelers Open House
Some of This and some of That !!
The Quincy Society of Model Engineers voted at the February meeting to cancel our annual
Open House events for 2009 and 2010. The decision was reached following word from the Good
Samaritan Home suggesting we move the 2009 date into October or earlier and that in 2010 the front
entrance to the home will be undergoing renovation as part of the expansion of the home.
The members also agreed that we need to finish all projects now underway before starting any
other projects before another open house and that a two year delay would allow almost all of them to
be finished.
During the same meeting it was agreed to make major modifications to the Steel Mill Complex
project. They include removing the rest of hill top west of Clarion, extending the main line and siding
from just east of Driftwood along the wall to the west switch at Benezette. It will mean the elimination
of the main line through Benezette but the complex will be fed by a single track from that extended
siding. It will also allow us to create the complex in an area measuring approximately 3feet by 16 feet.
That will allow more switching and storage tracks inside the complex. We will create a CAD drawing
before resuming a ny work. There will be more to report on this in the next newsletter.
Montmorenci Changes Proposed
Following Includes Information from C&LE Traffic Department
Gary Roe, Superintendent of the Chesapeake and Lake Erie Montmorenci Subdivision and the
Penn Coal and Coke narrow gauge, has informed corporate headquarters of a request. A newly
formed local corporation is asking to purchase the Sub and narrow gauge line.
Mr. Roe says it would require purchase of the line from the ‘Y’ east of Portland Mills to
Montmorenci as well as the narrow gauge facilities. The name of the new entity has not been decided
but Mr. Roe says he has been told the new company would own its own motive power and would like
to purchase the 1935 Home Built gas Electric #50 from the C&LE in order to provide daily passenger
service to Portland Mills.
C&LE Chief Executive Officer David Frederick said, “While it may in the long run save the
company some money, the final decision will be up to the board of directors at their next quarterly
meeting”.
Roe also outlined some of the service proposals he has received. The shortline will start its
day by switching Montmorenci, spotting cars on the east leg of the wye for the Johnsonburg Turn,
and running as a mixed train to Portland Mills. Once the shortline returns to Montmorenci, the PC&C
will make its morning run up the mountain, taking whatever passengers the mixed may have brought
from PM. Once the PC&C returns to town, the #50 doodlebug will make a round trip to PM (running
extra –but on a schedule). Upon its return to Montmorenci, the PC&C will make its afternoon run up
the mountain. When that train returns to town, the #50 doodlebug will make another round trip to PM
(again, running extra –but on a schedule). Trackage rights and scheduling have been reviewed and
approved by the Operations Department.
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The Johnsonburg Turn will handle the freight cars that used to go back & forth to Keating on
the MK & KM and handle the Emporium Power turn cars as well. This service arrangement has been
reviewed and approved by the Operations Department.
The passengers that used to ride the coach on the MK & KM, will ride to PM (either on the
mixed or the gas electric) and transfer to one of the other trains to get to Keating. This arrangement
will significantly increase the accessibility to and from roadless Kelly Pines and has the full support of
the town councils and Chamber of Commerce in both Montmorenci and Kelly Pines. Several of the
shareholders in the new company are industries in both Kelly Pines and Montmorenci.
Homebuilt Doodlebug
#50
rests
at
the
platform
at
Montmorenci still in
C&LE lettering and
colors.
The model was built using
an old M R article. The drive
is from an Athearn switcher
and the body is made from a
Harriman passenger car and
a Harriman baggage car.
The vents on the front are
from a Geep 7. The box on
top as well as the smoke
stacks was cobbled from
spare parts. I really wish one
of the sound companies
would develop sound for it. A
final report is due at the
March business meeting.

Steel Mill Complex Grows
We seldom put in pictures or
stories about projects until they
are finished, but reporting on the
new Steel Mill complex for
Benezette
cannot
be
accomplished without it being a
progress
report.
The
first
attempts were begun over two
years ago. They were interrupted
by the moving of a member who
started construction. Work was
very slow for the next year and in
November of 2008 Mac Fisher
and yours truly agreed to take on
the task.
PS: When we started the wine
rack was full. Just kidding.
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Both Mac and I agree this is the largest construction project we have undertaken. In the picture
above Mac is working on one of four sub-assemblies. All of the parts require painting before
assembly which created another problem.
We have been painting all major assemblies in Floquil’s oxide red. However about half way
through we found that the oxide red color had changed.

The original batch of Oxide Red
is on the piece at the top. The second
batch we purchased with the same
number is the lower piece which is
definitely darker.
Mac
subsequently
ordered
some more oxide red from a different
supplier and it matched the earlier
lighter shade. I sent the wrong color
bottles to Floquill but still haven’t heard
from them.

This will give you
some idea of the size of
the blast furnace alone.
The long angled strip is
where the skip loaders rise
to dump into the bell
hopper at top. The unit at
the bottom will become the
bridge for the railroad hiline where cars will dump
coke, iron ore and flux
(gravel). The hi-line will
have two tracks and there
will be three coming in
from the left side. Two will
enter under the grey floor
to place cars loaded with
molds for hot ingot and
bottle cars. The farthest
track
will
be
used
exclusively for slag cars to
haul off the impurities.
The hi-line can best be seen in one of the photos of the Burlington Club’s open house. In
addition to the structures we already have we will need electric substations, a water pump house
since the steel operation requires lots of water, and an office as well as a first aid station. If you’d like
to volunteer to build one of these structures please contact me or Mac. We will have ideas for them
about the middle of March.
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Gary Roe has been busy
working on the PC&C
narrow gauge from Kelly
Pines to Montmorenci. At
Adamson Mine #2 the
out-sized lights and poles
have been removed.
He has also put down
ballast along tracks
that did not have any.

The nicest part is that all
tracks can be used.

Penn Coal and Coke #5 a GE
50 tonner pulls 7 cars and a
caboose
uphill
from
Montmorenci.
I’m not sure the real 50 ton
units could have done that on
this much grade, but this is a
testimony to the work Gary
has put in on the rolling stock
to make them run well.
Incidentally the fire tower
behind the train is the scratch
built work of Dave Irick
(Arizona Dave). Behind the
flat car with the diesel motor
is a group of deer. Most
people miss the animals on
the layout. There are cats,
dogs and birds.
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Burington Model Railroad Club Open House
While we look forward to our open house, we also look forward to our friend’s open ho use east
of Burlington IA. The club has their own building which allows them to do a lot of model railroading but
is also expensive. However they are high enough and far enough away from the Mississippi that
flooding will not be a problem. And no one can sell the building out from under them.
I have watched with pleasure as the layout has grown. Last year on the left side of the room
was an immense trestle. It was built in place but not scenicked into its surroundings. Now it is
complete.

This is the trestle. It is hard to
get a good picture due to the
window at the top behind it.
The trestle was constructed by
club member Wade Harman
over a 1 year period. He is
certainly to be congratulated on
a magnificent job. Now that the
scenery is in place the entire
effect is magnificent to say the
least. Wade also dedicated this
to his mother by naming it the
Ruby Dell Trestle.

Equally impressive
are the many small scenes
which add to the overall
appearance of the layout.
For example here
is a Railroad station with both a
gasoline station and a Kentucky
Fried
Chicken
restaurant
adjacent.
The
combination
makes a smooth approach to
the station and gives the
impression
of
a
more
metropolitan portion of the
railroad.
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This is one of those great
lighted signs that are now on the
market to modelers.
Use the sign combined
with rows of automobiles and
a ticket office and you’ve got
a modern drive in theatre.
For a screen use a small
TV set and you’ve got the works.
I wish I had had the time to stay
and watch Alvin and the
Chipmunks.

From the metropolitan areas we
switch to a rural scene. A small
stream is hopefully loaded with
some fish; at least it is the hope
of the two would be Isaac
Walton’s (fishermen).
That bridge has an
old rusted railing as would have
been right for a less used
township road.

One of the most
interesting
parts
of
the
Burlington club’s layout is their
ability to run really long trains.
I saw one coal
drag with at least 50 cars on it,
and I lost count after that.
If you’ve never been to the club it is extremely worth the trip. There are at least five layers of
trains and two of the largest double track helix I have ever seen. The track work is also excellent and
trains run very smoothly.
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This is a double
rolling mill in their steel mill
complex on an upper level of
the center island.
Attached to the
yellow crane is a hot pot used to
carry molten steel from either
the blast furnace or basic
oxygen furnace to fill ingot
molds.
We will have at
least two of these cranes in our
complex.

I mentioned the
HI-line earlier in this
Newsletter and said you
would see how it fits in the
Burlington club’s display.
We plan to have this
side of the blast furnace
facing the aisle at Portland
Mills. The skip cars seen in
this picture will be operating
on our model.
The three cars on the
Hi-line are coke cars. We
have purchased a dozen.
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Some of This, Some of That, and anything else!
Brian Klein forwarded this to me. It affects the use of scanners for train watchers along the Transcon
between Chicago and Kansas City.
Corwith tower dispatcher- MP 0 to Romeo, IL on CH 36- 160.650
Chillicothe East Dispatcher- Romeo, IL to Williamsfield, IL on CH 36- 160.650
DS 102- Williamsfield, IL to Hurdland, MO on CH 18 (also has the connection at Cameron, IL)- 160.380
Marceline Dispatcher- Hurdland, MO to Congo, MO on CH 30- 160.560 . Happy listening.
Please note in West Quincy the BNSF is now enforcing their private property rights. If you enter their land on
the west side of the river along US 24 across from the gas station, you could be asked to leave.
You can still go across the overpass and go south down the county road along the west side of Knapheide
Equipment. The road along the west side of the freight yard is still private property and you may get kicked off
it if you try to go further south.

This is from David Fredrick
Burlington Junction Railway visited the C&LE on Thursday January 22, 2009. We had meetings in Quincy all
day and as the general manager and track inspector were about to leave they asked if a visit to the club room
could be arranged. Always wanting to show the club off I ran home and got my key and as I was getting it my
good friend and state hazmat inspector called to find out what time I wanted to go to dinner. I told him of the
plans and he met me at the house and rode to the club with me. I ran a couple of engines around the layout and
had the general manager’s son jump in to the dispatchers seat to line some switches (he is a model railroader
himself and is designing a new layout with DCC and was glad he had the opportunity to use the digitrax system
which is what he is planning to use himself). The hazmat inspector was told this is 1958 and the rules were
much more relaxed in 1958. He noted that he does have a 1950’s era ICC book and a lot of the train placement
rules were in effect then as they are today. We all joked about a tank car that should have been the sixth car
from the engine that he saw in the Keating yard. I assured him that before the train departed Keating it would be
buried in the train. Fun was had by all and our track inspector really liked the condition of our hand laid track
but said driving spikes in 1 to 1 scale seems a lot easier. The bridges on the narrow gauge really impressed
everyone and our general manager wanted to know why in 20 years time the painting crew still was not done
with the bridge at Johnsonburg and a comment that they must be union painters working by the yard. Everyone
was impressed with the layout.
Thanks Dave. Glad we didn’t get fined.

Jeremy Bubb has been
out and about this past fall and
early winter and he always has
some interesting one to one
train pictures for us.
This time it’s a couple of
short lines.
At left is #16 of the
Maumee and Western. #16 is
switching
freight
cars
in
Napoleon OH.
It is obvious that this is a
Paducah rebuild. Check the
breather across the top of the
engine behind the cab.
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Left: Two of
Decatur Junction’s
Geeps .
I’m not sure of the
location
but
obviously eastern
Illinois.
Thanks
Jeremy
keep up the good
work.

This picture is courtesy of Jeff Heine. It was taken on the Illinois side of the Mississippi just
east of the Fort Madison Bridge. Uncle Pete’s motors are leading a stack train west on BNSF tracks.
The grey look of the day combined with the snow and blowing snow kicked up by the engines just has
to make you feel cold. Good picture Jeff. Hopefully this kind of weather is past us, but you never know
about March… Remember Model Railroading is Fun !!
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